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Mean wind speed measurements over flat terrain
ZephIR and WindCube
(Courtney et al, 2008 & 2011)
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Turbulence measurements over flat terrain works less well
Systematic error under different atmospheric stability conditions; WindCube: Unstable
and stable
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Conical scanning in non-homogeneous flow
j
h
h tanHjL
U = const W = Αx
vup = (− sinϕ, cosϕ) · (U,−hα tanϕ)
= −U sinϕ− hα sinϕ
= −(U + hα) sinϕ
vdown = (sinϕ, cosϕ) · (U, hα tanϕ)
= U sinϕ+ hα sinϕ
= (U + hα) sinϕ
Ulidar =
vdown − vup
2 sinϕ
= U + hα
Does not depend on ϕ!
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Smaller opening angle ϕ
A suggested solution
 Should not work in theory
 Has not been demonstrated
in practice
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Mapping wind speed over complex terrain
Lockheed Martin Coherent Technologies and RES
Still systematic errors on wind components “perpendicular” to the
beam
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Other possible solutions
• Use flow models to calculate correction
1. Bingo¨l et al 2009 Met Zeit (WAsP Engineering)
2. Mean W measurements: Dellwik et al, 2010, BioGeoSciences
3. Natural Power at EWEC 2010 (Ventos)
• Assimilate measured radial components in
1. WAsP or WAsP Engineering
2. Other wind resource estimation software
• Use three lidars!
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Short range wind scanner
Combine three ZephIRs and move the beams fast
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Scanning performed with a patented double prism system
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Long range wind scanner
Combine three WindCubes and move the beams sedately
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Specifications of long-range wind-scanner
WLS70 + Risø DTU/Leosphere scan head
• Range: 1.5 – 5 km,
depending on
sampling time and
aerosols
• Resolution: 55 m
along beam, 1 – 10
measurements/s
• Scanner: <2 mrad,
velocity 50◦/s,
acceleration 100◦/s2
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Conclusion
• In contrast to mean wind speed, turbulence from lidars is
biased even over flat terrain.
• It is necessary to use three lidars for accurate wind
measurements over complex terrain
• We develop two three-lidar systems:
• A short range system based on Natural Power’s ZephIRs
• A long range based on Leosphere WindCubes.
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